ACROSS
1. Fail to get back in time, becoming sad (8)
5. Everybody joined in naughty song (6)
9. Peripheral damage to trap set by a student (8)
10. Maps to develop Greek island (6)
12. Teen curbs awkward blushing (9)
13. The future, for example, is worrying (5)
14. Money extracted from chapel funds (4)
16. Women listen to the French charm (7)
19. Fail to keep bill for sugar (7)
21. Enthusiasts to stagger back (4)
24. Girl’s ramble in woodland (5)
25. Militiaman in fight about English bible (9)
27. Horse, one with spirit, is to persist (4,2)
28. Clergyman having fool in church is in a deep hole (8)
29. After gangster concerning mail (6)
30. Writer allowed to tuck into salmon (8)

DOWN
1. Take exception to Egyptian leader retiring (6)
2. Pirate in Kent is a writer (6)
3. See one partnership produce cuts of meat (5)
4. Burglar used to help make a hot drink (3,4)
6. A model keeps some servants in accommodation (9)
7. Drink made Noel tipsy (8)
8. Bowl woman left for jumble (8)
11. Soaks up goulash (4)
15. Oriental drunkard getting Heather’s dark secrets (9)
17. Plants fruit, showing a most important craft (8)
18. Books of a peer in the Civil Service (8)
20. Notice bridge player’s merit (4)
21. Most run out of medicine (7)
22. Tory leader to supply intricate network (6)
23. Stopped king interrupting an investigation (2,4)
26. Composer to enthuse over pupil (5)